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History Comes Alive Morgan’s “No Greater Gift”
No Greater Gift by Teresa H. Morgan Releases

WHITE SALMON,Wash., April 25, 2016 — Debut author Teresa H.
Morgan releases contemporary inspirational World War II mystery,
No Greater Gift, on May 1, 2016. Morgan ties together history of
World War II from a non-Nazi German’s perspective with the
contemporary themes of domestic abuse, familial betrayal,
forgiveness, and reconciliation.

History professor Grace Ryan moves back to her hometown
expecting to help her grandmother turn old WWII journals into
memoirs. Instead, Grace arrives to find Gramma Annie being
loaded into an ambulance where the last thing her grandmother
whispers to her is a suspicion of treason. While God’s voice seems
silent, He sends Erik Petersson, Gramma Annie’s neighbor and a
physicist on sabbatical, to help her sort fact from fiction amid an
increasingly fragile family bond. Together, both recovering from
fractured relationships, Erik and Grace set out to to discover the
truth--no matter the cost.

Grace Ryan stands a relatable and endearing heroine as she seeks
to step past the trauma from abuse and the growing condemnation from her family for her choices. No
Greater Gift provides great study material for women’s groups on responding to a shame-slinging world
with godly endurance and conviction--even when that shame-slinging world is from other professing
Christians. Morgan has written a historically-solid piece of literature that takes a fresh angle on the civil
conflict from the perspective of the Allies during World War II. Morgan creates an excellent starting point
for beginner historians and historical fiction readers, making No Greater Gift excellent for museum gift
shops, libraries, independent book stores and more.

About Teresa H. Morgan In the days of carbon paper and eraser shields, Teresa Morgan worked as
secretary to a manager and twenty-one engineers and scientists at the Department of Energy’s Hanford
Site. After nearly a decade following her husband’s career around the country, in 1999 Teresa Morgan
became an early pioneer in e-publishing writing Romantic Suspense. Her first two books—Satin and Steel
and A RiskWorthTaking—received four stars from Romantic Times. She has a Bachelors in Theology from
Christian Life School of Theology. She and her husband have two adult children and one granddaughter.
Now, she and her husband are empty-nesters and live in Washington State. Teresa H. Morgan is located
at www.teresahmorgan.com.
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